
 

 

MEET is fully integrated in DASSnet, the complete DORLET Security Platform, that allows the unified management 
of access control, CCTV, intrusion and fire systems. It is possible to manage door lock release, video recording and 
monitoring in a security software.  

IP INTERCOM INTEGRATION IN ACCESS CONTROL AND UNIFIED SECURITY SYSTEMS 



 

 

¨ Integration costs can be reduced sin the same IP infrastructure can be used for intercom and access con-
trol, so no additional wiring is required. 

 

¨ It is possible to use MEET outdoor panel camera as a regular CCTV camera thanks to the RTSP stream. 

 

¨ The outdoor panel embraces the proximity reader in a clean aesthetic, and at the same time is connected 
to a DORLET control unit so that door open decisions are taken by the control unit. It is always possible to 
use DORLET readers with 100% secure technology.  

 

¨ The software operator manages from one single interface all the building security, including access control 
in intercom outdoor panels and independent doors. Moreover, it is possible to control intrusion, CCTV, fire 
systems and operate automatically over all these systems. 

BENEFITS 

INTEGRATION PROTOCOLS 

The outdoor panel camera sends continuously and in parallel a 
secondary RTSP video stream to DORLET DASSnet software,  

The outdoor panel sends the card information read by the integrated MIFARE 
reader, to the DORLET control unit. In the same way, DORLET DESFIRE readers 
can be used when required. 

COMMUNICATION 

The panel call from the outdoor visitor panel can be answered directly 
from the DORLET DASSnet software, or SIP telephone, due to the fact that 
the call can use the SIP protocol which is compatible with the software. 

Software Dassnet DORLET 

Servidor SIP DORLET 

Unidad de Control DORLET 

¨ AUDIO CODECS :   G.711 ( PCMU, PCMA) 

¨ VIDEO CODECS: H.264    VIDEO RESOLUTION :  1080 x 720p 

¨ VIDEO STREAMING PROTOCOL: RTSP  (Real Time Streaming Protocol) 

¨ ACCESS CONTROL PROTOCOL WIEGAND 26 

WHY FERMAX? 

FERMAX is a worldwide reference in the video intercom industry. The products have been installed in the most em-
blematic projects in the world. FERMAX Distribution network, which is present in more than 70 countries, will provide 
the  best Support and assistance.  



 

 

MEET PRODUCT REFERENCE NUMBERS 

FERMAX INTERCOM INDOOR UNITS 

PANELS 

WIT 7” Y 10” INDOOR MONITORS 

MILO 1 PUSHBUTTON 

OUTDOOR PANEL  

KIN PANEL MARINE PANEL 

MEET ME  
CALL DIVERT 


